5 Reasons Families will Dig the Dugg Burger
by Vanessa Sias

Our family of 5 recently visited Dugg Burger- Plano and really dug it! I always say our three growing
boys will eat us out of house and home (y’all, they eat a lot!) and when we visited Dugg Burger they left
with full bellies and this momma’s heart couldn’t have been happier. Check out my top 5 reasons our
family dug Dugg Burger.
You might ask why the name- Dugg Burger? I wondered too as did my two oldest boys. The top bun is
dug out so that more toppings can fit without being a catastrophic mess when you dig in. (More on where
the dug out bread goes in Reason #5 below.)

#1 The Dugg Burger Experience
It’s just than- an EXPERIENCE. From the moment you enter the line
to order your custom Dugg Burger a friendly host asks for your name,
jots it onto your tray sheet and you can choose from a burger or bowl
and a beef patty, chicken or portabella mushroom.
You then proceed to adding your toppings (more on the toppings in
Reason #2). All 13 toppings are included with your burger. Once
you’ve selected those, your burger goes to the kitchen to get prepared
fresh to order. I’m a HUGE fan of simplified menus. I get
overwhelmed with too many options so this experience was right up
my alley. The fact that I can choose from a bowl, beef, chicken or
portabella mushroom was so convenient.

Once your burger is complete (or protein if you chose a bowl) a friendly server will bring it out to your
table and hand it to you by name. I love that part of the whole customer service experience. My boys
were surprised that someone knew their names. And it doesn’t end there. Now that they know your
name, they’ll visit your table and greet you by name to ask if you need anything else.

#2 Lucky 13
The toppings. Like I stated above, you get to choose from
13 toppings to add onto your Dugg Burger. Twelve of
those toppings are house toppings, the 13th is ever
changing. My oldest ventured out and tried some
delicious new toppings that he never gets to try at a typical
burger place. He loved it!
You can even submit a topping you’ve thought up to be
considered as one of their Lucky 13. If you go to their
website: www.duggburger.com you can check the Lucky
13 of the day.

Here's my Dugg Burger: a beef patty with pepper jack cheese,
greens, Dugg sauce, mushrooms, sautéed onions and hickory
smoked bacon... Mmmm.

# 3 Kid-Friendly

Let me reiterate that we have three children and when we
find a new restaurant to try out the first thing on our list is always kid-friendliness. I was pleased to find
out that one of the TV’s in the restaurant is always set to cartoons (needless to say, we sat right by
that TV). My boys gravitated to the chalkboard wall. As soon as we walked in they wanted to get their
hands on that chalk and graffiti the walls up! Which, by the way, is totally okay and encouraged.
A smaller version of the Dugg Burger is available on the kids meals. Still dug out, only smaller. (I wasn’t
fast enough to snap a picture of it.)

#4 Takeout or Delivery?
Convenience is key when managing a house of five. I was happily surprised to find out we can place an
online order and drop in to pick it up. Or better yet delivered. Dugg Burger uses DoorDash, GrubHub or
UberEats for it’s delivery options. All can be found on their website.

#5 Bread Pudding
Last, but most certainly not least is the almost worldfamous Dugg Burger Bread Pudding with Caramel
Sauce. I’m not going to lie, I am not a sweet tooth. But
even I THOROUGHLY enjoyed this dessert. My husband
and kids all enjoyed this sweet treat that is made from the
dug out bread from the top bun of the burger. Nothing goes
to waste here. In some cases it’s even made into bigger
and better things. Case in point: this delicious bread
pudding.

I hope you’ve enjoyed my top 5 reasons for dining at Dugg
Burger with your family.

